MANIFESTO

I, Eswar savalapurapu (170040102), if elected as the Sports Secretary of Hostel 2, propose to do the following:

Initiative:

❖ Introduce real time portal for sports equipment availability.
❖ Marking H-2 or a separate Symbol's on all the sports equipment's so that we can differentiate them from other hostels and can be recognized.

INFRASTRUCTURE:

❖ Ensure that the Volleyball, Basketball, Badminton courts and cricket ground are maintained properly.
❖ Also try to make sure that the lights in the ground will work properly all the time.
❖ Ensure that the equipment's are in proper condition and in enough quantity.

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP:

❖ Encourage freshies to participate in the GC and conduct proper trials for them.
❖ Will make sure that each and every student should be aware of all the GCs.
❖ Refreshments such as bananas, lemon water, etc. will be provided during GCs.
❖ GC standings and status updates along with photos will be posted on hostel page on fb.
❖ Will conduct meetings with senior player(s) in each sport to analyse our standing and plan accordingly to win the GC.

AS A HOSTEL COUNCIL MEMBER:
Will help and coordinate with the other council members.  
Will participate in cultural events like PAF, Valfi, etc with a passion.

INTRA HOSTEL:

Will ensure that all the sports in intra are played with proper rules.  
Ensure that intra's don’t clash with other hostel events.  
Work to my fullest in conducting intra hostel sports competitions like Table-Tennis, Foosball, etc.

CREDENTIALS:

Silver of KHO-KHO GC'18 represented HOSTEL-2.  
Won the FCL (freshie cricket league).  
Participated in summer INTER IIT cricket Camp, UDGOSH KHO-KHO.  
Experience in KHO-KHO GC, Cricmania, freshie cricket league.  
Played in CRICKET GC'18 representing HOSTEL-2.